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Chair

I speak on behalf of the leading NGO’s representing the coalition of Women’s movement, Tiye
International (composed of 21 Organizations of Black, Migrant and Refugees women and Youth
Associations); Organizations that participate in the Platform of Dutch Slavery Past and from
Peoples of African Descent and other Networks of Civil Society in the Netherlands participating in
the Strategy Group respective, the Platform UN international year for People of African Descent
and Durban plus 10.

We thank again the United Nations for their decision to reaffirm the DDPA in April 2009 during the
Durban Review Conference and the decision that has been taken to commemorate the tenth
Anniversary of the adoption of the Durban Declaration and Program of Action at a high level
meeting of the General Assembly in September 2011.

We are satisfied and much honored with the decision to declare the 2011 as the Year for People of
African Descent. In addition, we strongly reconfirm our commitment to be an active part of the
process regarding the implementation of the DDPA, to promote the issue of solidarity with all
victims of racism, xenophobia, anti-Semitism, Islamophobia, and Afrophobia, the particular phobia
and racism against Africans and African Descendants.

Likewise, we reconfirm our commitment to work for the human rights of oppressed Women, Youth
and all other victims of racism, xenophobia and related intolerance so that we all may enjoy equal
treatment and fundamental rights ending the suffering that has regretfully become so common in
this era of humanity.

Chair,
While we, as part of civil society in the Netherlands, are active in the process to combat racism
and initiated various proposals regarding the commemoration of the tenth anniversary of the
Durban Conference & the Year for People of African Descent, we are deeply disappointed about
the position of the Dutch Government.

The African Diaspora Civil Society in the Netherlands feel that they are excluded and mistreated in
the way the Dutch Government have been taken positions regarding the two historical Events
1) The Year for People of African Descent;
2) The commemoration of ten Years of the Durban World Conference

I’m not here to put the Dutch Government in a bad daylight. Not at all.
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Our purpose is to present the Dutch practice as a case to show how we in the Netherlands are
suffering of what we would like to define as institutional discrimination & racism. Not only in the
Netherlands but also in Spain, France, Belgium, UK, many countries in Europe. The Dutch case is
only one example.

Chair,
In December 2010 we send a letter to our Prime Minister, to ask for his commitment towards
necessary steps regarding the development of an action program related to the YEAR for People
of African descent and the commemoration of Durban plus 10.

Our letter to the Prime Minister was answered by the minister of foreign Affairs also on behalf of
the minister of Internal Affairs and Kingdom Relations.

Meanwhile we from the Civil Society followed a democratic process whereby organizations could
deliver their ideas and project proposals related to the two Events. This, with the perspective to
support the initiatives of policies to combat racism and other related impact of the Trans Atlantic
slave trade, slavery & colonialism.

Regarding the observance of the International Year the minister of Foreign Affairs responded as
follows (attached is the fully text)
Mrs. Biekman…
“…You refer to the UN year for people of African descent. In this context I firmly emphasize
that this government will end integration policies aimed at specific ethnic groups. The
subsequent targeted subsidies will also be terminated. This means that the elimination of
discrimination related to race or ethnic origin, a special focus on people of African descent,
what the government concerned, is not an issue. Furthermore, the Netherlands in general is
not in favour of UN decades - years and days-, but rather it focuses on the implementation
of international policy. That the Netherlands has made no attempt to prevent the UN-year is
because of the importance the Government attaches to the fight against discrimination…”.
End of the citate.

But in the same letter the minister wrote:
“….the Government will implement the recommendations of the DDPA that are related to
combat racism. I refer you to the letter "action program to combat discrimination”, which
was sent last summer to the Dutch Parliament and will be updated this spring…” end of the
citate.
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Chair,
Since 2001 until to date not one National Action Plan in the Netherlands to combat racism has
been developed that relates to the DDPA for so far it concerns People of African Descent. Despite
letters and petitions People of African Descent consequently were denied as far it concerns the
implementation of specific policies.

But as far the government concern the concentration are specific policies to combat Homophobia,
Anti Semitism and against Romas en Sintis. These are categories whereby the Government has
developed national policies & judicial mechanism towards people who committed crimes against
Jewish & Homosexual people for instance. Our organisation don’t have problem with that.

But, when it concerns anti black racism not one single ear from the Government for People of
African Descent. For the government the created instruments to combat racism also with a local
perspective are enough and therefore it is not necessary to develop specific mechanisms is the
conclusion of the Dutch minister of Foreign, Affairs. While practices related to the racism
ideologies from the PAST are still in existence within cultural traditions and language. This is what
People of African Descent in the Netherlands experienced as Institutional racism and
discrimination for decades.

In his letter the minister refer to the action plan. This is the action plan, named the “Integration
action program” of which the CERD delivered their concerns in their letter (May 2009) as
response to the Dutch Government, regarding the Dutch position as far it concerns people of
African Descents and from the other countries of the Kingdom (former Dutch Antilles). In the
respond letter from the Dutch Government to the CERD the Dutch Government clearly
emphasized the same policy: no extra policies to combat anti black racism, no extra policies as far
it concerns people of African Descent.

About the commemoration of the tenth anniversary of the WCAR the minister responded as
follows:
“…..You referred to the World Conference against Racial Discrimination) WCAR "in 2001 in
Durban and the implementation program) DDPA 'and the recent UNGA resolution
commemorating the conference in Durban…….the position (of the Dutch Government)
regarding the commemoration of the World Conference is determined by the fact that the
racism debate is being misused by a number of countries to put Israel in a bad light and the
concept of religious blasphemy (Defamation of Religions) to introduce the irrelevant and
also to undermine the respect for human rights. The Government will therefore not
participate in the commemoration of the WCAR as a whole…” end of the citate.
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The Dutch Government has contributed 300.000 euro to the Office of the High Commissioner to
support the development of national action plans by other countries, meanwhile in the Netherlands
itself no National Action Plan has developed to combat racism according to the DDPA as far it
concerns People of African Descent.

Recommendation
1) It is with these facts we strongly recommend a statement from the CERD towards all the Nation
States those who are refusing to implement the DDPA including the Durban review resolution;

2) We strongly recommend the CERD to emphasize to the Nation States that racism is a violation
of human rights of people, including peoples of African Descent and that it is not wise to
undermine the respect of the human rights of African peoples and peoples of African Descent;

3) We strongly recommend the CERD to realize an ongoing process & to stimulate Nation
States who have not done so yet to take the necessary steps related to the Year for people
of African Descents and the commemoration of the tenth anniversary of the adoption of the
Durban Declaration an Programme of Action;

4) We again strongly recommend efforts for the establishment of a UN “Permanent Forum for
African and Peoples of African Descent” as it has been established “Indigenous Peoples so
that Africans and Peoples of African Descent will become more visible and active in the
common efforts for progress, equality and fulfillment;

5) We strongly recommend CERD to take into consideration all the presented proposals from
the Civil Society NGO’s since 2009 (during the Human Rights Council; Inter governmental
Working Group & the Working Group of Experts of people of African Descent meetings).
These include proposals from The African Diaspora Organizations in the Netherlands,
Europe Region, Western Hemisphere, and Republic Suriname/Un Bondru. The proposals
includes “Apology and Reparations” for the horrifies transgression, committed against
Africa and African People and the continued impact of these crimes. We cannot leave this
issue for our next generations to solve it. To do so would interpreted as the acceptance of
the continuation of these crimes against humanity.

Thank You for your attention!!
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Organizations in the Netherlands that delivered proposals, for the Year for People of African Decent
& the Commemoration of ten Year “ Durban”

•

Stichting Nationaal Monument Nederlands Slavernijverleden
• Tiye International
Well-known as National Platform of the Dutch Slavery Past (LPS)
• Afrikaans Europese Vrouwenbeweging (including the youth segment)
“Stichting Sophiedela”
• Stichting African World Studies Institute
• AAD Netwerk Nederland
• Funky Fresh Entertainment, Youth Movement
• CYTA: Connecting Youth Through Africa
• PanAFSTRAG Europe/Netherlands
• AUADS/NL (African Union (6thRegion) African Diaspora Europe
Region/Chapter The Netherlands)
• Haïti SOS Crisd’Enfants International ONG/Chapter Holland
• African Diaspora Community Council
• JABRIJO Administratie
• D-Differenz! Projectontwikkeling – en Begeleiding
• IBUNTU Events
• Saramaccaanse Gezagsdragers Collectief in Nederland
• Stichting Haïti Progrès
• Stichting Alma/Simpla Projecten en Advies
• Stichting Podium Kwakoe
• Vereniging Bigi Famirie Amsterdam
• Maranatha Nederland
• Stichting VOSAW
• Stichting Moederhart
• LERAMAN Kunst & Culinair
• Stichting Belangenbehartiging Surinaamse Ouderen ”Moria” Utrecht
• Stichting DDYammie
• Stichting Black Intellectual Gathering
• Stichting No Limits
• Stichting Keti Koti
• Stichting Kinki Liba
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